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Why

How

Anti-patterns

TRUST NO ONE



TATFT bothered me

My muse



Meme

Cargo Cult



This is not wholly bad



Testing

Testing

Testing

Testing

Testing

Testing

Testing

Testing

TestingTesting
And, ironically, I am talking 

about testing too...



But I am still bothered



...other than assert Evan.knows?(:a_ruby_meme)

What does TATFT mean???





Kent Beck wrote it in XP?

Kent Beck wrote the book on TDD??

Dan North coined the term “BDD”???

Because talking-heads giving presentations say 
that you should????



Reason #1 (for Rubyists):

No glorified spell-checker

(a.k.a compiler)



If it has not executed, how do 
you know that it interprets?



Reason #2:

To write “clean code that works”

Ron Jeffries



Delivering working code 
is great



Need a motivation to code



Reason #2 v2.0:

Deliver “clean code that works” to our 
customers 



What are we coding?



Reason #2 v3.0:

Deliver “clean code that works” that 
provides our customers with value



How to TDD



A word on 
methodologies

TRUST NO ONE

Methodologies are like .....
Everyone has got one.



My methodology



Doubting

All the

Fucking

Time

D A F T





Describe

Exemplify

Implement

Refactor

Iterate

Always second-guessing.

TRUST NO ONE



Rat hole: 
GODLIKE PERSPECTIVE

Thor by Walter Simonson



DAFT lets you benefit from several 
perspectives:

Description

Example

Implementation

Paranoid



Descriptions should be:

Domain-specific

Suitable for customer comprehension

Understandable in absence of code



Think about behavior

Think about the context of the behavior 

Focus on the words, not the implementation

Writing descriptions



Nomenclature matters!

Communicate with your customers
Preventing problems early
Catch them when they are still descriptions



Example

Once the description is right:

Think about how you should use 
this behavior

Write an example for behavior

example == test



Implementation

Write only code to satisfy example

Think about how code may fail



Paranoia
(or, in this case, “self-improvement”)

Experimenting with new methodologies is good

Trusting a new methodology to solve all of 
your problems is not



TRUST NO ONE

Mix and match to suit your needs at the time

Keep what works



TRUST NO ONE

Ruthlessly eliminate whatever doesn’t

Constantly re-evaluate





For clarity’s sake:
DAFT =~ 

BDD + humility + humor



(a.k.a TDD anti-patterns)

Common DAFT patterns

Mention here where I’ve 
made all of these 
mistakes before



Absent Feedback Loop

DAFT but...

Not necessarily refactoring

Not second-guessing the happy path (enough)

Code changes not reflected in descriptions



Descriptions out of sync with tests

Untested sad paths

Signs of Absent 
Feedback Loop



New habit: periodically review specs 

Refactor where description != test

Your tests & code talk to you: listen

Absent Feedback Loop 
Treatment



If you’re a mere mortal

When describing/testing/coding

You will find a missing condition

Rat hole: Listening to 
your code



Eureka!

Iterate on the condition 

Rat hole: Listening to 
your code



Descriptions contain:

URLs

Refer to entities in implementation

Read like pseudo code

Signs of Code-infected 
Descriptions



Description FAIL

context “UserController” do

context “GET /” do

should “set an Array of Users on the @users 
variable”

end

end



Perceive Unit API as a DSL

Replace code-reference with domain-reference

Code-infected 
Descriptions Treatment



Description WIN

context “a user” do

context “when asking for a list of all users” do

should “get a list containing all of the users”

end

end



Writing duplicative descriptions

Painful # of descriptions per test file

Signs of Description 
Bloat



Signs of Description 
Bloat

Long methods

Large classes 



Description Bloat 
Treatment

Reorganize: Split test file up by function

Code smells: Refactor

Extract Class 

Extract Method



Signs of Over-Macro

User-defined macros present &&

Cannot understand test code immediately upon 
reading



Macros can be good

Macros that make tests unreadble == BAD

Signs of Over-Macro



Signs of Over-Macro



Over-Macro Treatment

Simplify: KISS!

Partially un-DRY your tests

Tests can be “moist” (some repetition)



Signs of Fragile Mocking

Several mocks/stubs in “setup” methods

Mocked tests pass where integrated tests fail



Fragile Mocking 
Treatment

Caveat: Still finding my way with this one

Combining mocking, stubbing, and factories

Possibly room for an improved mocking 
framework here



Use of Fixtures
... just don’t. 

Please. For Heaven’s sake. Don’t.



Testing is just a step: a 
means to an end



TATFT is a good thing



Consider being DAFT 
while you TATFT



TRUST NO ONE



Do what works for you



Give your users value
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